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This article analyzes the early stage of the Ukrainian “sixtiers” movement as a semi-
autonomous space of cultural expression that was tolerated by the authorities and
defined, developed, and inhabited by young Ukrainian intellectuals. In contrast to
present-day Ukrainian representations of the sixtiers as a force acting in opposition to
the Soviet regime, the spatial angle employed here reveals an ambiguous relationship
with official institutions. The Ukrainian Komsomol organization in particular appears
to be both a controlling and an enabling agent that, together with the Writers’ Union,
provided meeting venues for the sixtiers until the mid-1960s. This complex symbiotic
relationship continued even after some creative youth pioneered the first attempts to
claim public space for cultural events without the authorities’ permission. The
cultural terrain inhabited by young Ukrainian intellectuals was not fully separate from
mainstream Soviet Ukrainian culture or in opposition to it, although their vibrant
cultural space also reached into a world of non-conformist culture unregulated by the
state. A series of government crackdowns beginning in the mid-1960s dramatically
shrank this open, ambivalent space of semi-free cultural expression, imposing firm
boundaries and forcing intellectuals to make political choices.

Keywords: Ukraine; “sixtiers”; Komsomol; writers; cultural space

The brilliant cohort of creative Ukrainian youth that burst onto the cultural scene in the early
1960s quickly acquired the name “sixtiers,” or shistdesiatnyky. Already by 1961 they were
proudly applying this designation to themselves, while the official press attacked them as
the “self-proclaimed sixtiers” (Zhylenko 2011, 102, 108, 112, and 434–435).1 This
helped to generate a label that would enter history textbooks in many languages.
However, defining the Ukrainian sixtiers as a cultural phenomenon is difficult, for they
were not united by a single creative style or any coherent ideology. The contemporary lit-
erary scholar Liudmyla Tarnashynska, for example, constructed her recent book about the
sixtiers as a series of literary portraits, arguing that this generation was “a sum of distinct
personalities” united by the ideas of truth and creative freedom (Tarnashynska 2010, 11).

The sixtiers themselves struggled to define what, exactly, united them, both at the time
and retrospectively in their memoirs. One possible analytical description is indeed that of
cultural rebellion against conformism and control over artistic expression, perhaps best
formulated in the memoirs of the contemporary poet Iryna Zhylenko:
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The “sixtiers phenomenon” (shistdesiatnytstvo) is not a trend and even less of a “school.” It was
the intelligentsia’s resistance movement, a rebellious spirit that united people of dissimilar
poetic languages, writing genres, and even occupations. Without a doubt, however, the “six-
tiers” phenomenon had as a common background a search for the new: new artistic means
and a new worldview. (Zhylenko 2011, 123–124)

Correct as it is, this general depiction of a cultural rebellion does not help us understand
the origins, the inner dynamics, and the eventual division of the sixtiers movement. Further-
more, a close reading of diaries and memoirs evokes an important dimension that is missing
in this picture, but which was clearly important to contemporaries. Zhylenko refers to the
sixtiers as “something like a group of friends (hurt)” and even “a time of youthful get-
togethers (iunatskykh tusovok)” (Zhylenko 2011, 133 and 435). In vivid metaphorical
language she also describes being a sixtier as the state of inhabiting, together with her
friends, a certain cultural space: “It was as if we and our friends covered all of Kyiv in a
gold-embroidered net of strolls to bookstores, coffee houses, artists’ studios, and concerts
or dress rehearsals at the Club of Creative Youth” (Zhylenko 2011, 149). Another promi-
nent member of the same generation, Yevhen Sverstiuk, writes of the “binding together of
particles” in the sixtiers circle (Sverstiuk 1998, 181). The literary scholar Tamara Hundor-
ova captured this vague yet significant aspect of the Ukrainian 1960s when she described
the sixtiers movement as the “home,” or living space, of different personalities – in this
case, the critic Mykhailyna Kotsiubynska (Hundorova 2004, 4–10). Yet there was also a
political dimension to what could be said and done by this group of friends who made
themselves “at home” on the cutting edge of modern Ukrainian culture. Recalling his
first meeting with Ivan Svitlychny, the leader of the sixtiers, Mykhailo Horyn noted: “It
felt strange that after the Stalin period, when people had been afraid to talk to each other
about anything, an atmosphere of mutual trust suddenly emerged” (Horyn 2004, 201).
Sverstiuk best expressed this feeling in an interview: “We felt that we had more space,
more freedom.” Indeed, he described the cultural climate of the early 1960s on the
whole as an “atmosphere of controlled freedom (pidkontrolnoi svobody)” (Sverstiuk
2004, 75 and 82).

In this article, I will analyze the early stage of the Ukrainian sixtiers movement through
the theoretical prism of “cultural space” as a semi-autonomous space of cultural expression
tolerated by the authorities and defined, developed, and inhabited by young Ukrainian intel-
lectuals. A part of official Soviet Ukrainian culture, the vibrant cultural space of the sixtiers
also reached into a world of non-conformist culture unregulated by the state. A series of
government crackdowns beginning in the mid-1960s dramatically shrank this open,
ambivalent space of semi-free cultural expression, imposing firm boundaries and forcing
intellectuals to make political choices.

In contrast to present-day Ukrainian representations of the sixtiers as a force acting in
opposition to the Soviet regime (Danylenko 2004, 495–523), the spatial angle employed
here reveals an ambiguous relationship with official institutions. The Ukrainian Komsomol
organization in particular appears to be both a controlling and an enabling agent that,
together with the Writers’ Union, provided meeting venues for the sixtiers until the mid-
1960s. This complex symbiotic relationship continued even after some creative youth
made first attempts to claim public space for cultural events without the authorities’ per-
mission. Moreover, the cultural space the young Ukrainian intellectuals inhabited was
not fully separate from mainstream Soviet Ukrainian culture or in opposition to it.
Alexei Yurchak has analyzed the experiences of the “last Soviet generation” in Leningrad
in terms of either “living inside” or “living outside” of the authoritative discourse, only to
conclude that the café goers and amateur rock musicians claiming to be uninterested in
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politics merely served as an example of the deterritorialization of the late socialist semantic
regime. Thus, the “outside (vnye)” places they inhabited “should not be seen as spaces of
authenticity and freedom ‘carved out’ from the spatial and temporal regimes imposed by the
state” (Yurchak 2006, 156).

What interests me in this article, however, is not an illusory attempt to hide from Soviet
life but the proactive drive to inhabit, redefine, and expand the national cultural space they
shared with the cultural establishment, which was very typical of the Ukrainian sixtiers.
After all, the state officially declared its support for Ukrainian culture, and most Ukrainian
sixtiers sought to make the state follow up on its promises. Far from escaping the official
world, they wanted to retake it, much like the patriotic Ukrainian intellectuals of the
1920s did during the official “Ukrainization” campaign (Shkandrij 1992). Rachel Platonov
has argued that the immensely popular Russian guitar poetry of the 1960s found its strength
in its “marginality” in relation to mainstream Soviet culture (Platonov 2012). The opposite
was the case with the Ukrainian sixtiers, who positioned themselves within the official cul-
tural space and tried to extend its boundaries. They also openly engaged the authorities on
issues that were central to the existence of a Soviet Ukrainian culture.

Much of the analysis in this article is microhistorical, focusing on the poet Iryna Zhy-
lenko’s (1941–2013) thick volume Homo Feriens (2011), which contains her diaries and
letters from the early 1960s interspersed with later memoiristic fragments, as well as the
published memoirs and letters of her husband, the prose writer Volodymyr Drozd
(1939–2003), and of their close mutual friend, the writer Valerii Shevchuk (b. 1939).
After the authorities stepped up repressions and the sixtiers movement split in the late
1960s, none of the three became involved in political dissent. A study of this small
circle therefore offers an original perspective on the shared “cultural space” of the early
1960s as distinct from the dissident movement of the later years. Their letters and Zhylen-
ko’s diary can serve as a useful tool for triangulating the memoirs of other Ukrainian six-
tiers, whose later political confrontation with the Soviet authorities sometimes marred their
retrospective narratives about the early 1960s.2

Becoming a sixtier

Zhylenko’s entry into the sixtiers movement was typical of her generation. Her road to cul-
tural non-conformism led through official and semi-official cultural groups under the
patronage of the city’s institutions of higher education or the Komsomol organization.
As a young student of philology at Kyiv University in 1959, she sang with the university’s
amateur folk company Vesnianka and attended the literary workshop at Molod, the Kom-
somol publishing house. By 1961 she had also joined the student folk chorus Zhaivoronok,
which was affiliated with the Theater Institute and later with the Club of Creative Youth
(Zhylenko 2011, 86–87 and 103). Valerii Shevchuk writes about the Ukrainian-speaking
members of Vesnianka as young people looking for ways to express their “undeveloped
(stykhiinu) Ukrainian consciousness” (Shevchuk 2002, 67). Indeed, Zhylenko notes in
her diary that even those members of Vesnianka who were students of the sciences and
usually spoke Russian among themselves eventually switched to speaking Ukrainian (Zhy-
lenko 2011, 109).

In subtle but significant ways these semi-official cultural groups pushed for the exten-
sion of their autonomous cultural space. According to Zhylenko, in December 1961 the
members of Zhaivoronok decided to renew the old Ukrainian folk tradition of caroling, a
Christian ritual that had been banned since the 1930s.3 In order to stress the tradition’s
rebranding as part of national culture, they went caroling before the New Year rather
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than on Christmas Eve. Dressed up in traditional costumes, including that of the “Goat,”
and carrying a wooden rod topped with a Christmas star, the carolers created a sensation
on the streets of Kyiv. On Velyka Zhytomyrska Street they were followed by a crowd.
In the end, those representing Vesnianka called on university professors, while Zhylenko
and 11 others from Zhaivoronok headed to the writers’ apartment building on Lenin
Street. Characteristically, Zhylenko does not record any of the establishment writers
being apprehensive about such a surprise visit. The poet Andrii Malyshko joined the caro-
lers in singing. The prose writer Mykhailo Stelmakh gave them a huge bottle of homemade
wine and “a lot” of cash. Even such orthodox personalities as Vasyl Kozachenko and Yurii
Zbanatsky, who would soon lead the ideological crackdown on the sixtiers, apparently did
not mind, and the greatest Stalinist among Ukrainian writers, Oleksandr Korniichuk,
offered the carolers the “royal treatment” (Zhylenko 2011, 25 and 105–106). Caroling
also took place in the following year. Oles Honchar, then head of the Writers’ Union,
recorded in his diary a similar visit from the same group of carolers on 31 December
1962: “In my heart they left the light of song, the light of the holiday spirit” (Honchar
2002, 308). In other words, the literary establishment did not initially view the attempts
of these creative young people to develop their own cultural space as ideologically
unsound, although they were more far-reaching than those generated by the world of official
culture. Moreover, in another sign of this initiative’s official acceptance, in December 1961
the Kyiv Film Studios made a short documentary about the carolers by filming them near
the city’s main New Year’s tree on Kalinin (now Independence) Square (Zhylenko 2011,
104–105).

At around the same time, in 1961, there was an influx of new artistic ideas and new
members to literary workshops that Zhylenko attended. Like so many contemporaries,
she was awed by the boldly innovative poetical language of Ivan Drach, whom she first
met at a workshop in February 1961 (Zhylenko 2011, 89, 99–101, and 111). A comparison
with the memoirs of other contemporaries shows that Zhylenko’s diary probably refers to
two different writing workshops: Molod (Youth) at the eponymous Komsomol publishing
house and SICh (Studiia imeni Chumaka or the Vasyl Chumak Studio) at Kyiv University.
Valerii Shevchuk, who served for some time as the chairman of SICh, remembers seeing
Zhylenko more often at Molod (Shevchuk 2002, 140). In any case, during the often fiery
debates at both workshops, young writers justified their right to the new modernist language
and humanist topics that were so different from the stale repertoire of official literature
(Shevchuk 2002, 137–142; Zhylenko 2011, 101 and 115).

The cultural space inhabited by the early sixtiers extended well beyond semi-official
institutions, such as folk choirs and literary workshops. As in other cultures and times,
Kyiv’s coffee houses in the 1960s also doubled as informal meeting and discussion
places. Zhylenko recalls that the opening of every new café constituted a major event,
and all young writers would rush over to try it out. Strangely enough, they tried to institu-
tionalize these spaces by holding formal poetry events, especially in the Mriia (Dream)
coffee house on Leontovych Street in 1963 and 1964 (Zhylenko 2011, 291 and 351).
But, even when Zhylenko and the artist Viktor Zaretsky simply stood with their cups of
coffee at the tall cafe tables in the underground passage under Khreshchatyk Avenue –

at the famous café known at the time as “v trubi” (“in the pipe”) – “some artists, poets,
and students passing by stumbled upon the two of us and stayed on, keeping us
company” (Zhylenko 2011, 439).

The latter example serves as a convenient reminder of human agency in the construction
of cultural space. Indeed, as much as the memoirs of former sixtiers cover the places and
institutions associated with the movement, they really focus on the people who transformed
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isolated groups of creative youth into the sixtiers. The movement turned into a genuine
network, and most memoirs place at the center of this network the literary critic Ivan Svi-
tlychny, who acted as mentor to many younger cultural figures. The artist Alla Horska was a
close second. Once again, the similarity in the metaphorical language of the memoirs is very
telling. Roman Korohodsky recalled that “Ivan Svitlychny generated a magnetic field
around himself and [within this field] encounters with interested people multiplied in a geo-
metric progression” (Korohodsky 1998, 294). Similarly, Sverstiuk writes:

When a gravitation field began developing in the early sixties, figures like Alla Horska and Ivan
Svitlychny were its throbbing heart. They had almost no time for their own creative work; they
were producing something greater: a climate. And artists, poets, and musicians gravitated
toward them. (Sverstiuk 1998, 181)

The theater director Les Taniuk wrote that “through Svitlychny people entered a kind of
brotherhood” (Taniuk 1998, 145).

Zhylenko remembers entering the Svitlychny circle through her marriage to Drozd and
meeting new friends, who then brought her into the Club of Creative Youth, the principal
cultural institution of the early sixtiers (Zhylenko 2011, 149). She also had her own list of
“mentors” from among the sixtiers – Ivan Svitlychny, Ivan Dziuba, and Yevhen Sverstiuk –
as well as the highest moral and literary authority for her, who stood apart from the cultural
and political struggles, the poet Lina Kostenko (Zhylenko 2011, 151 and 204).4 Interest-
ingly, she perceived Horska more as a friend and a source of moral support than as a
mentor and organizer of cultural life.5 Zhylenko’s diaries also confirm an important
point made by other memoirists: that Svitlychny and Horska served as conduits for creative
groups that previously had been segregated by profession. In a memoiristic fragment
inserted between diary entries she writes: “All of Ukraine revolved around Ivan, that is,
all the best people ... And we kept close together: Artists and composers (and beyond,
not just creative people) stuck with writers, and Lviv residents – with Kyivites” (Zhylenko
2011, 152). Prior to that, as Sverstiuk puts it, writers, artists, musicians, and others had lived
“in their own closed worlds, not connected with each other.”He continues: “By introducing
us to each other, Svitlychny played a great role in the creation of our community (seredo-
vyshcha)” (Sverstiuk 2004, 76). Mykhailyna Kotsiubynska echoes Zhylenko and Sverstiuk:
“Indeed, this is how it was: musicians with their kind, and litterateurs with their own kind
too. [But in the 1960s] Svitlychny and Horska served as the unifying center” (Kotsiubynska
2004a, 163). Zhylenko discovered a new world and new friends in 1963 when she met,
through Svitlychny and Horska, a group of female artists that included Liudmyla Semykina
and Halyna Sevruk (Zhylenko 2011, 209).

The spatial mapping of this cultural network in the memoirs unambiguously centers on
two apartments rather than any public places: Ivan and Lolia Svitlychny’s one-bedroom flat
on Umanska Street and Alla Horska and Viktor Zaretsky’s larger apartment on Repin Street
in the city center. In her diaries Zhylenko writes constantly about visiting both places. Her
husband Volodymyr Drozd goes as far as to say that “our entire literary generation came out
of a tiny apartment littered with books, where Ivan [Svitlychny] lived with his faithful wife
Lolia” (Drozd 1998, 221). Hryhorii Syvokin writes that friendly get-togethers and “joyful
and noisy dinners” at the Svitlychnys took place almost daily (Syvokin 1998, 82). Mykhailo
Horyn, who visited frequently from Lviv, adds that visitors like him also stayed at the Svi-
tlychnys (Horyn 2004, 203). Vika Nova and Bohdan Katosha remember Horska’s apart-
ment as “an unofficial branch of the Club of Creative Youth:” “A people’s house
(narodnyi dim) for the sixtiers generation! So many people set foot there; so many fiery
debates took place, so many discoveries flared up! The positive vibes of this home attracted
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the sincere, the talented, the caring” (Nova and Katosha 1996, 219). Interestingly, Svi-
tlychny’s apartment figures so prominently in various memoirs that later scholars even
suggested to Yevhen Sverstiuk during an interview that “There is an opinion that the
sixties generation can be defined as the people who met at [Ivan] Svitlychny’s apartment,”
to which Sverstiuk had to object: “This statement is a bit exaggerated because most often
we met at Alla Horska’s, who had an apartment in the center of Kyiv. Whereas to get to
Svitlychny’s, you had to travel by trolleybus for forty minutes” (Sverstiuk 2004, 76).
The reason behind such a common distortion in the memoirs must be the different roles
of these two individuals. If Horska was a community organizer and a source of moral
support for many, Svitlychny was a mentor and an ideologist.

The education of a sixtier

Zhylenko’s diaries are full of references to talks with Svitlychny and books he gave her to
read, but in retrospect she does not conceptualize his role as a mentor the way others do.
Svitlana Kyrychenko, for example, writes of her informal conversations with Svitlychny
at the editorial offices of the journal Radianske literaturoznavstvo (Soviet Literary
Studies): “It was like going through university all over again. That is how my new edu-
cation – political, national, and literary – began.” Soon it became apparent to Kyrychenko
that Svitlychny’s lectures on Ukrainian culture were challenging her allegiance to the Soviet
system:

He did not out-and-out attack my romantic belief in the Revolution’s purity and lofty ideals. He
did not mock me, did not show his surprise – do I not see it myself, do I not understand? He
spoke patiently, argued his positions, showed notes that he kept in envelopes, and analyzed the
book lists of publishing houses.

As a result, Kyrychenko’s entire “world as [she] knew it was falling apart” (Kyrychenko
1998, 129).

Zhylenko’s inner cultural space was also changing rapidly. Only two or three years sep-
arate the naive Soviet enthusiasm of her early diary entries from the diarist’s later skepti-
cism and outright anti-Soviet statements. In September 1959 she was still ecstatic about
the Soviet rocket reaching the Moon, the nuclear icebreaker Lenin departing on its
maiden voyage, and Khrushchev arriving in the USA with his message of peace. In
April 1961 she celebrated the first manned space flight and Castro’s victory over the US-
trained invasion force of émigré Cubans at the Bay of Pigs (Zhylenko 2011, 87 and 93).
By the spring of 1964, however, she viewed Cuban documentaries about the happy life
on the island as “loathsome” and referred to the theoretical works of Marxism as
“garbage” (Zhylenko 2011, 281 and 285). Greeting her husband on Revolution Day in a
letter written on 6 November 1964, she parodied Soviet slogans with the exclamation,
“Long Live Lyndon Johnson!” (Zhylenko 2011, 402).

The ideological transformation that Zhylenko experienced in those three intervening
years is not documented in the diaries as anything other than a cultural shift. Was it,
perhaps, mostly a cultural sea change underlying a political reorientation? One thing is
certain: Zhylenko sees herself becoming a sixtier as a natural outcome of her Soviet edu-
cation. This was the time when “the victims of Soviet pedagogy” entered adulthood as
“cheerful and naive idealists full of belief in the [bright] future” (Zhylenko 2011, 122).
Moreover, most of the sixtiers, with the notable exception of Alla Horska, were first-gen-
eration college students eager to become cultured: “We threw ourselves on (nakynulysia)
culture zealously and indiscriminately, for the choosy ones risked remaining hungry”
(Zhylenko 2011, 124–125). For this generation, however, an education in the Arts and
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Humanities meant adopting modern Ukrainian high culture or becoming cultured and con-
scientiously Ukrainian – a point made by Benjamin Tromly in his excellent article on the
Ukrainian sixtiers (Tromly 2009).

What Zhylenko’s diaries make eminently clear, however, is that the discovery of new
books, music, films, and art gradually distanced her from Soviet official culture. Classical
music, such as the works of Beethoven and Brahms, as well as the poetry of Ukraine’s
national poet Taras Shevchenko remain a prominent part of her cultural world, but she is
constantly developing new interests. At the 1961 republican art exhibition Zhylenko is
not impressed by the paintings featuring collective-farm milkmaids and tractor drivers,
but discovers the modernist Trembita Players by Veniamin Kushnir (she still likes
Mykhailo Bozhii’s portrait of Lenin, though) (Zhylenko 2011, 90–92 and 98). By 1963
the little room that she shares with Drozd can accommodate no more paintings by the mod-
ernists Nina Zubko, Yurii Khymych, Opanas Zalyvakha, Serhii Yakutovych, and Sofiia
Karaffa-Korbut – all of them friends of the couple (Zhylenko 2011, 150). In March 1962
she waxes rhapsodic about the director Mikhail Romm’s recent film Nine Days of One
Year – an ideologically impeccable drama about Soviet nuclear scientists, which,
however, focused on the protagonists’ feelings and abandoned the traditional linear narra-
tive. However, by 1963 she is excited about Fellini, Antonioni, and Bergman (Zhylenko
2011, 113, 125, 143, and 398). (Shevchuk even claims that he and other leading prose
writers of the sixtiers generation borrowed their artistic language from Italian Neorealist
cinema! [Shevchuk 2002, 143]). The list of books that Zhylenko read in 1963 included
the barely permitted Arthur Schopenhauer, Stanislaw Przybyszewski, and Vasily
Rozanov (Zhylenko 2011, 125). The authors she is raving about most during 1962–1964
are far from the official canon of Ukrainian classical and Ukrainian Soviet literatures:
among foreign authors, they are Matsuo Basho, Heinrich Böll, Paul Éluard, Konstanty Ilde-
fons Gałczyński, Ernest Hemingway, Hermann Hesse, Franz Kafka, Maurice Maeterlinck,
and Reiner-Maria Rilke; and among the Russians, Ivan Bunin, Sergei Esenin, and Vasily
Aksenov (Zhylenko 2011, 119, 216, 233, 292, 313, 383–384, 447, 453, 543, and 583).
In 1962 she realizes that she needs to learn Polish and starts attending language courses;
then entries appear about her readings of Polish journals (Zhylenko 2011, 111, 214, and
447).6

One wonders how many of these new interests she owed to Svitlychny. Roman Koro-
hodsky remembers receiving “dozens of books [he] did not even know existed” from Svi-
tlychny, Shevchuk, and Kotsiubynska (Korohodsky 2002, 32). Zhylenko recalls that “in
Ivan’s home, books were not just being lent to friends. He insisted, forced us to read
them. Ivan sent books everywhere, often not expecting to see them returned. [He] gave
books as gifts with his customary generosity” (Zhylenko 2011, 152). Zhylenko’s
husband, Volodymyr Drozd, writes that Svitlychny helped him discover Ukrainian litera-
ture of the 1920s, in particular Yevhen Pluzhnyk, Valeriian Pidmohylny, and Bohdan-
Ihor Antonych. Perhaps Svitlychny also planted the seeds of Zhylenko’s own obsession
with the long-dead Pluzhnyk, so abundantly documented in her diary (Zhylenko 2011,
441–442).

Svitlychny was also very knowledgeable about contemporary Russian literature and
theater. The director Les Taniuk remembers that he traveled often to Moscow, where he
tried to attend all the most interesting plays (Taniuk 1998, 151). In Svitlychny, Drozd
found a person with whom he could share his admiration of Russian psychological
prose. Svitlychny also supplied him with samizdat copies of Solzhenitsyn’s novels
(Drozd 1998, 223–224). Kotsiubynska writes that he highly valued the “village prose” of
Viktor Astafiev (Kotsiubynska 2004a, 183). Svitlychny also owned a tape recorder and
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used it primarily to disseminate the powerful poetic word of Vasyl Symonenko, who often
stayed with him. Copies of recordings by Vasyl Symonenko, Ivan Drach, Mykola Vinhra-
novsky, and, later, Vasyl Stus circulated throughout Ukraine (Dziuba 1998, 116; Horyn
2004, 203).

Extending their cultural space, young Kyivan intellectuals soon established contact with
their counterparts in Lviv, the major cultural center in western Ukraine. In the spring of
1962, Drach, Vinhranovsky, and Dziuba traveled to Lviv on the invitation of the poet
Dmytro Pavlychko, who organized a poetry reading for them at Lviv University. Drach
and Vinhranovsky read their bold and innovative poems in a large assembly hall full of stu-
dents, with literary critic Dziuba commenting on the new era in Ukrainian literature. As
Dziuba recalls, the Lvivites gave them a thunderous ovation: they were amazed “that
one could speak so openly about such painful issues as Russification, the state of national
culture, the untouchable names in literature and politics.” If, as a result of this visit, the
locals discovered a new spirit of openness, the Kyivites in turn discovered western
Ukraine, where the Ukrainian language still predominated. Eventually all three visitors
from Kyiv took their search for cultural “authenticity” as far as marrying young women
from western Ukraine (Dziuba 2008, 505–506; Risch 2011, chap. 7).

Several months after the poets’ visit, Ivan Svitlychny also went to Lviv, where he
immediately established rapport with the local intellectuals, in particular with the art his-
torian Bohdan Horyn and his brother Mykhailo, a psychologist. The latter later claimed in
an interview that he felt such trust in Svitlychny that they immediately began discussing
the best ways to undermine Soviet power (Horyn 2004, 201). Whether or not memory
served Horyn well on this particular occasion, the main result of Svitlychny’s trip was
cultural. As Kotsiubynska wrote, Svitlychny “put me – and not just me – in touch with
people from western Ukraine. He established a bridge between Kyiv and Lviv” (Kotsiu-
bynska 2004a, 163). Valerii Shevchuk, who made his first trip to western Ukraine together
with Volodymyr Drozd later that year, best describes the importance of this bridge:
“Without Kyiv, Lviv would have become a provincial backwater (zakhyriv) and
without Lviv, Kyiv would have lacked fresh air.” Speaking in his memoir on behalf of
the entire sixtiers generation, he offers a telling spatial metaphor: “On the one hand,
we aimed to extend our Kyiv to other Ukrainian regions and, moreover, deeply and natu-
rally Ukrainian lands, and on the other, we craved to sip the living water” of the living
Ukrainian culture there (Shevchuk 2002, 230). Korohodsky, another sixtier who
married a western Ukrainian, claims to have found in that region “spiritual health, mor-
ality, and nobility” of everyday life “colored with national consciousness and traditions”
(Korohodsky 2002, 30).7

Based as it was on personal connections, the sixtiers’ network found its institutional
incarnation in the Club of Creative Youth and a series of similar clubs in other cities.
The club was established in 1960 under the patronage of the Kyiv municipal Komsomol
committee, possibly as an answer to the amateur caroling groups discussed earlier. In
any case, it aimed to provide an official outlet for the creative energy of the young Ukrai-
nian intelligentsia (Kasianov 1995, 19). Soon, however, the authorities lost all control over
its activities. In the spring of 1962, a group of artists led by Alla Horska walked into the
middle of a meeting and joined the club. In the words of one artist from this group, they
then gradually changed the club’s agenda from a “general democratic-internationalist”
program to a more specific focus on Ukrainian culture (and the Ukrainian language as
the means of communication) (Zubchenko 1996, 149–150). Zhylenko fondly remembers
her highly successful poetry reading at the club in the fall of 1962, but no less memorable
for her is the December 1962 literary evening in memory of the playwright Mykola Kulish,
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who had been interrogated and possibly even executed in the basement of the very same
October Palace (former Narodnyi kommissariat vnytrennikh del or NKVD headquarters)
where the club met in Room 13 on the main floor (Zhylenko 2011, 154). Readings, con-
certs, discussions, and theater performances placed the club at the forefront of Ukrainian
cultural life, but its efforts to rehabilitate Ukrainian cultural figures of the 1920s and
1930s irked the authorities. When the club initiated an independent public inquiry into
the mass graves in Bykivnia near Kyiv, where tens of thousands of unidentified bodies
were buried during the Great Terror, “the bosses became gloomy” (nachalstvo spokhmur-
nilo) (Zhylenko 2011, 161). They soon replaced the club’s chairman, Taniuk, with the more
moderate Viktor Zaretsky and generally tried to suppress any more radical initiatives within
the club until the authorities finally disbanded it in 1964. Before this happened, however, a
sister club called Prolisok (Snowdrop) emerged in Lviv, with its highly symbolic name
referencing the Thaw. Similar, short-lived youth clubs appeared in Kharkiv, Dniprope-
trovsk, and several other cities (Horyn 2004, 202).8

The sixtiers in the official world

Zhylenko’s diaries show that she, like so many non-political sixtiers, never quite severed
her ties with the Komsomol, maintaining throughout the 1960s some foothold in the
world of official Soviet youth culture. In November 1961 she records visiting the Komso-
mol Central Committee with a request for a posting as a journalist. In June 1962 she first
met Volodymyr Drozd at a young writers’ conference at the Ukrainian Komsomol’s
Central Committee. By October 1963 the head of the Ukrainian Komsomol himself,
Yuri Yelchenko, had become embroiled in Zhylenko’s family feud between her husband
and her mother, and the resulting need to provide some living quarters for the young
poet. In December 1963 the Komsomol Central Committee helped Zhylenko find work
as a part-time manuscript reviewer for the Molod publishing house, and in February
1964 she was assigned a room in a two-bedroom apartment of a new building for Komso-
mol functionaries. Other prominent sixtiers, such as Vinhranovsky and the film director
Ihor Hrabovsky, also received housing from the state, the latter in the same building as
Zhylenko (Drozd 1994, 151; Zhylenko 2011, 99, 145, 185, 245, and 276). In addition to
attending at least two meetings with Yelchenko, the first of them lasting a full three
hours, Zhylenko often writes about friendly talks with Vitaly Vozianov, a high-placed
Komsomol official and head of the Molod publishing house. In November 1964, together
with Drach, Horska, Svitlychny, and other club activists, Zhylenko dropped by the home of
Tamara Hlavak, the secretary for propaganda in the city Komsomol committee. They
wanted to discuss the creation of a youth section at the Dovzhenko Film Studios, and
ended up staying for dinner (Zhylenko 2011, 404).

Zhylenko was no exception. For many early sixtiers the Komsomol authorities were at
once a controlling and an enabling force. Things could be done through them; in any case,
they provided employment. Even the notoriously apolitical Shevchuk went to the Komso-
mol Central Committee for an interview, which landed him a job at the regional Komsomol
newspaper Moloda Hvardiia (Young Guard). In fact, his and Drozd’s first trip to Lviv was
also funded by the Komsomol (Shevchuk 2002, 216 and 262). Drozd had worked for a
Komsomol newspaper in Chernihiv before moving to Kyiv; when visiting Kyiv, he
stayed at the dormitory of the Ukrainian Komsomol’s Central Committee (Drozd 1994,
85 and 109). Dziuba too, even after being fired from other jobs because of his ideological
unreliability, found employment as an editor with Molod, the Komsomol publishing house
(Dziuba 2008, 524).
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The Writers’ Union provided another important institutional space for the “sixtiers,”
although not all of them were writers and not all the writers among them were members
of the Union. However, the sixtiers had an ambivalent relationship with the establishment
writers that dominated the organization. Zhylenko’s diaries reflect this very clearly. When
the work of five young prose writers (including Shevchuk and Drozd, the latter of whom
was just a visitor from Chernihiv as far as Zhylenko was concerned) was discussed at
the Union in March 1962, she noted the “tense atmosphere: a number of ironic comments,
scornful looks, and arguments between the backbenchers and the front rows.” If respect for
elders had been abolished that evening, “the back rows (the young) would have gotten
physical (zchepylys) with the front rows (the establishment), shaking the walls of this
temple of literature” (Zhylenko 2011, 109). Over time, Zhylenko did develop respect for
the cultured, noble manners of Pavlo Tychyna, whom she had imagined to be a burly,
loud Stalinist type writing primitive Soviet classics like “The Party Leads Us.” In 1963
she was also full of appreciation for such “big names” among establishment writers as
Maksym Rylsky, Volodymyr Sosiura, and Mykhailo Stelmakh who signed a letter
against the new wave of repressions (Zhylenko 2011, 117 and 181). Still, she could not
appreciate or even respect their literary production:

As I was reading, I was thinking that even our “grandfathers” (and not just our “fathers”) are a
spent force. The only thing that will remain in [the history of] literature will be their early,
immensely promising debuts. The rest is rhymed garbage. It is not even a reflection of their
instinct of self-preservation or genuine beliefs – it is a pathology, a flunky perversion, some
kind of masochism that is colored in Rylsky with cold depravity, in Tychyna with manic fever-
ishness (and persecution mania), and in Sosiura – with clownish imbecility. And these are the
greatest, the most talented, the most original ones ... God, what is being done to us? (Zhylenko
2011, 469)

Ivan Dziuba’s memoirs provide a similar, if less emotional, explanation for the sixtiers’
ambivalent attitude to establishment writers. He writes that “the ‘sixtiers’ accused the older
generation of conformism and cowardice, but soon understood that the truly creative writers
were their allies rather than antagonists, and that they could count on their support” (Dziuba
2008, 512). Among the older generation, Borys Antonenko-Davydovych became a coura-
geous mentor of the rebellious youth and a living link to the Ukrainian culture of the 1920s,
but he was not an “establishment writer” and carried little weight in this field. Nevertheless,
Dziuba counts such big names as the poets Maksym Rylsky and Andrii Malyshko, the prose
writer Mykhailo Stelmakh, and the composer Heorhii Maiboroda among the more distant
sympathizers. His list of antagonists among the older writers includes Tychyna, Koza-
chenko, Zbanatsky, and Liubomyr Dmyterko (Dziuba 2008, 512, 515–519, and 529).9

Dziuba also explains what the sixtiers could not understand and tolerate even among
those literary “greats” who were sympathetic to them. A token representative of young
Ukrainian writers to Khrushchev’s meeting with the creative intelligentsia, also attended
by Drach and Vinhranovsky, Dziuba felt shame for the “gray-haired ones”who were listen-
ing sheepishly to Khrushchev’s verbal abuse. Rylsky addressed the three young Ukrainians
in Russian after the meeting: “Well, it looks like we got off with just a light scare (otdelalis
legkim ispugom).” Yet they did not understand his sense of relief: “We were surprised to
hear this because we did not feel any fright, just shame and indignation” (Dziuba 2008,
245). Zhylenko also records a telling episode concerning a second such meeting that
took place in March 1963, which was related to her by the young poet Vasyl Symonenko.
As the story goes, the distinguished poet Mykola Bazhan, who was also an important state
functionary, and the leading establishment literary critic, Leonid Novychenko, talked pri-
vately about these events as part of a campaign of reaction that would last no more than
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two to six months. In public, however, they spoke very differently. Novychenko in particu-
lar said exactly the opposite in his speech at a meeting: “Those who think this is a short-
lived campaign that will be over quickly are wrong” (Zhylenko 2011, 355). The early six-
tiers were united in their disdain for the older generation’s double-speak.

Until the mid-1960s, the Writers’ Union remained, if not an institutional home for the
sixtiers, then a space for expression. This circumstance had much to do with the position of
the Union’s chairman at the time, Oles Honchar. Zhylenko had little contact with him and
did not particularly like him – neither did Shevchuk, who sensed in the “socialist realist”
Honchar a literary antipode of his impressionist prose.10 Yet Honchar’s own diary
reveals his consistent, behind-the-scenes efforts to protect the “sixtiers” from the wrath
of the annoyed party leadership. Honchar records with implicit approval Dziuba’s attack
on Novychenko at a literary evening at the Union in January 1965. In August 1965 he
described reporting to the Ukrainian Politburo on the work of young writers as “being tor-
tured at the summit of power” (Honchar 2002, 349 and 359). In January 1966 he met with
the Ukrainian party boss, Petro Shelest, to submit his resignation: “A difficult conversation,
like talking to a brick wall. But I expressed everything that was making me seethe. On
behalf of everyone, the old and the young” (Honchar 2002, 370). Interestingly, Shelest
also notes in his diary (in the entry for 10 November 1965) Honchar’s well-crafted
defense of the sixtiers:

Then we talked about I. Svitlychny and I. Dziuba. Honchar said that they are able and talented
young people, not without their shortcomings, with whom we should work patiently, that it is a
mistake to brand them as nationalists and that we may alienate them if we do not work with
them. Then Honchar said that Svitlychny and Dziuba are unemployed, and this is also
having an adverse effect on them. (Shelest 1995, 256)

If the date in Shelest’s diary is correct, this conversation took place during Svitlychny’s
first eight-month imprisonment for anti-Soviet propaganda, which makes Honchar’s pos-
ition even more courageous. In the end, however, Honchar resigned in early 1966, surren-
dering the leadership of the Writers’ Union to the reactionaries.

The komitet gosudarstvennoi bezopasnosti (KGB) was another Soviet institution that
was a ubiquitous presence in the lives of the early sixtiers. Very likely, the majority of
the sixtiers were invited to this fearsome organization for “talks” about their and their com-
rades’ political attitudes, which combined political education with a loyalty check and an
attempt to recruit informers. Zhylenko, who grew up on Stalinist movies about good Chek-
ists, initially “naively believed that the persecution of [her] friends was accidental:”

When I was summoned [to the KGB], I made long, animated speeches trying to persuade the
“Chekists” that both Ivan Svitlychny and Yevhen Sverstiuk were saints rather than enemies of
their beloved country. Just as feverishly, they tried to persuade me that the opposite was the
case. (Zhylenko 2011, 160)

As a result, the young poet only grew disillusioned with the Soviet state. At one point
(1963), KGB officers questioned Zhylenko’s mother to determine whether her daughter and
son-in-law “are ignoring the official culture (ofitsiinu kulturu), e.g., the cinema and theater.”
Zhylenko comments, “Idiots! We have no choice but to ignore it, having no money for
tickets” (Zhylenko 2011, 179). Tellingly, the security police used one’s attitude to official
culture as a marker of loyalty.

The constant feeling of being followed engendered a form of informer paranoia among
some sixtiers. Before his trip with Shevchuk to western Ukraine in 1962, Drozd was invited
to the KGB office in Chernihiv for a so-called exploratory interview. Among other things,
he was asked to keep an eye on Shevchuk, which, he claims, he refused to do (Drozd 1994,
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144–145). In his memoirs Shevchuk hints that Drozd may in fact have reported on him
(Shevchuk 2002, 236). Korohodsky, as he himself admits in his memoirs, was widely
rumored in the 1960s and 1970s to be a KGB informer. In 1976 he even sued (unsuccess-
fully) one person who was said to be spreading such rumors. At the same time, he acknowl-
edges that it was the KGB that helped him, after a long period of unemployment, to land a
job in 1977 at the Central State Archive and Museum of Literature and the Arts (Koro-
hodsky 2002, 37–38). Zhylenko writes poignantly about the fate of Fedir Boiko, one of
the most promising young poets of the early 1960s, who broke down under ideological
pressure, developed paranoid schizophrenia involving the delusion of being followed,
and eventually died in a mental hospital (Zhylenko 2011, 129).

The limits of cultural space

By 1963 Zhylenko began to realize that she and her comrades at the Club of Creative Youth
had crossed the line separating them from official culture. No longer part of the establish-
ment Soviet Ukrainian culture, they now constituted an alternative Ukrainian culture. That
year the club organized a literary evening in honor of the great Ukrainian writer Ivan Franko
(1856–1916) at the Food Industry Institute, which ended with the participants marching in a
torch-lit procession through the city center to the Ivan Franko monument. She writes:

That was the only real march in my life. Kyivites were surprised, some showed indignation, and
others ran away in fear. I heard some voices saying [in Russian], “What is this? Is it true that the
Arsenal [factory] has rebelled?” “No, it’s the nationalists.” But one could also hear voices of
approval: “Good fellows! It’s high time” (Zhylenko 2011, 168).

She goes on to say that she felt no fear of reprisals, but “the realization that we had
‘crossed the line’ was, of course, present” (Zhylenko 2011, 168). Sverstiuk confirms
hearing bystanders saying that the marchers were “Banderites” (here a disparaging term
for Ukrainian nationalists). He also adds an interesting detail: The torches were brought
by some young men who were not even part of the core group organizing the event. The
organizers found themselves overtaken by spontaneous initiative from below. They defi-
nitely did not expect such publicity. In Sverstiuk’s words, “the authorities were shocked
(vrazheni) by what was happening” (Sverstiuk 2004, 77).11

The sixtiers continued their invasion of the public space in August 1963, when a literary
evening in honor of the Ukrainian classic writer Lesia Ukrainka (1871–1913) was banned at
the last moment, after people had already gathered near the summer concert podium in a
park in downtown Kyiv. The authorities turned on loud music to drown out the unsanc-
tioned concert, but the participants moved over to the fence surrounding the Dynamo
Stadium, some 50 meters away, and held the event there. The speeches, readings, and
songs lasted for some 90 minutes and included Zhylenko’s reading of her poetry, dedicated
to Lesia Ukrainka, under the light cast by torches made hastily out of newspapers. She
writes: “I felt that we would be punished.” Indeed, unable to tolerate the resulting verbal
abuse from her then employer, the editor in chief of Literaturna Ukraina, Zhylenko
resigned and could not find another stable job for a long time (Dziuba 2008, 509–510;
Zhylenko 2011, 173–175). By the time a literary evening in honor of Vasyl Symonenko
was organized at the Medical Institute in December 1963, following the poet’s death
earlier that year, Zhylenko was keenly aware of the political implications. In a letter to
Drozd, who in the meantime had been conscripted to the army along with Shevchuk
(likely as a punishment for their unorthodox published works), she says that “it won’t be
a good idea to write about [the evening] in a letter. It was impressive, but will probably
have adverse implications for many” (Zhylenko 2011, 217).
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Young intellectuals’ attempts to engage the authorities in public spaces came to a high
point in September 1965, when Dziuba used the film opening ceremonies for Serhii Para-
dzhanov’s new film Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors at the Ukraina cinema theater in Kyiv
to protest the recent arrests of the sixtiers, including Svitlychny. Zhylenko was one of the
participants who responded to Dziuba’s call to stand up in protest against the repressions.
However, her description of this well-known event emphasizes the limits of the new cul-
tural space that the sixtiers had created. In a letter to Drozd, she writes about the “philistines,
who suddenly, as if hearing about a fire, ran for the exits, where they trampled each other.
Some woman yelled, ‘The theater has been surrounded. Everybody will get arrested!’”
When she stood up at Dziuba’s call, she felt the stares of “loyal citizens,” as though she
were “facing machine guns” (Zhylenko 2011, 562).

There are other mentions in Zhylenko’s book of the sixtiers feeling isolated amidst the
larger public in Kyiv, which had become a predominantly Russian-speaking city after the
war. The world of the Russian-speaking intelligentsia felt like a “foreign country (chuz-
hyna)” to the author. Some of them derided Ukrainian culture as ethnographic fiction
limited to “a moustache and baggy [Cossack] pantaloons (sharovary)” (Zhylenko 2011,
433). Even those among “the almost completely Russianized and apolitical” Kyivan intel-
ligentsia who were interested in new Ukrainian literature sometimes found the bluntness of
Ukrainian “civic” poetry alienating – and Zhylenko acknowledges the legitimacy of their
complaints: “Why such narrowness? Why are you so monotonous?” (Zhylenko 2011, 538).

Indeed, as the authorities began to crack down on the cultural space of the sixtiers and
all forms of cultural action acquired immediate political implications (Kasianov 1995, 47–
72), Zhylenko increasingly distanced herself from the political “sixtiers.” This drift was not
caused by an instinct of self-preservation – or at least not by this one alone. One should keep
in mind that during the wave of arrests in 1965 Zhylenko was pregnant, unemployed, and
living on her own because Drozd was still in the army, although he was now stationed in
nearby Chernihiv. Yet Zhylenko’s main motivation was to remain true to herself, to the
lyrical and intimate nature of her poetical language. She confesses to being unable to
write social poetry (ratni virshi, literally “militant poems”). Her poetical gift consists of
“expressing love for the things in life that we hold dearest” (Zhylenko 2011, 156 and
325). As early as April 1964 she writes to Drozd,

I love my friends and they love me. And yet some crack has appeared (an inner one!). Socialist
Realism (whether the Soviet one or the national one) is not for me. I won’t lie down on any
Procrustean bed. One day I will be left completely alone. (Zhylenko 2011, 281)

In May she elaborates on her feeling of uneasiness: “I am sorry to see that Svitlychny’s
criteria (and he is such a cultured man!) are: The more radical the better” (Zhylenko 2011,
298). Two years later Zhylenko writes, fighting off despair:

None of them will live to see me break down and stop believing in myself ... Our Russified
intelligentsia (all those physicists-chemists-biologists) do not need me. Neither am I interesting
to the Ukrainian-speaking and overly politicized intelligentsia. But I will always have my fifty
readers! (Zhylenko 2011, 598)

Shevchuk also recalls the tension between his own vision and that of the leading literary
critics from among the “sixtiers” (Svitlychny, Dziuba, and Sverstiuk), as the latter priori-
tized the social over the artistic. He clarifies that Svitlychny criticized him only one-on-
one, but the poet Vasyl Stus, who later became an icon of dissent, absolutely refused to
accept Shevchuk’s impressionist (or neorealist, as Shevchuk claims) prose (Shevchuk
2002, 255).
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In all likelihood, Svitlychny and other overt dissidents concealed their clandestine work
from the likes of Zhylenko and Shevchuk in order to protect them – or perhaps they simply
did not trust them enough. Shevchuk’s own brother, Anatolii, did not tell him about his
involvement in samizdat until the arrests started and he began looking for ways to
dispose of the “evidence.” Anatolii’s closest collaborator, Bohdan Horyn, “did not see in
Valerii a person who was willing to accept the burden of the organizational and technical
work” involved in disseminating samizdat, but perhaps he had other motives too (Shevchuk
2007, 213 and 217). When Zhylenko challenged Svitlychny on the issue of trust, his answer
was, “Irynko, we trust you. But we are protecting you. Just like Drach, Vinhranovsky, and
others. Your most important job is to write” (Zhylenko 2011, 156). Still, even some of her
former close friends from among the sixtiers alleged that her optimistic, lyrical poetry was
inappropriate at a time of government repressions. When her second poetry collection, Self-
Portrait in Red, appeared in 1971, one such friend suggested that she might as well have
called it Self-Portrait with the Red Banner (Zhylenko 2011, 426).

If Zhylenko opted to withdraw into her inner poetical world (and also to become a
housewife for a while), her husband faced a more difficult choice after demobilization
from the army. As she puts it, “it is a hundred times more difficult for Volodia because
he needs to ‘work as a writer.’ Otherwise, we will all starve to death” (Zhylenko 2011,
464). In fact, his moment of truth probably came even before he returned home. Leaving
for the army in 1963, Drozd said half-jokingly to his fellow prose writer Yevhen
Hutsalo, who was fast becoming an official writer: “Well, Hutsalo, it’s service for me
and servility for you (ia idu sluzhyty, a ty idesh prysluzhuvaty)” (Zhylenko 2011, 191).
However, after a year of army service he writes an ostensibly teasing letter to Shevchuk,
offering to create a collective of writers specializing “in the production of Socialist
Realist literature of the kind the state needs.” By making money this way, they would be
free to write true literature in their free time. Referring to his and Shevchuk’s past employ-
ment as journalists for Komsomol newspapers, Drozd reasoned that both of them “did not
consider it shameful to write an article about the education of a young person by a collec-
tive, whereas so-called conscience prevented us from writing a novel on this topic” (Shev-
chuk 2011, 50). Whether intended as a practical joke or an exploratory move – Shevchuk
never quite figured this out – the letter reflected Drozd’s anxiety over leaving the army and
fitting into a much more polarized and politicized Kyivan context. In another letter he con-
fesses to “being at a crossroads” when it comes to his future plans: “To live in Kyiv, to
attend [literary] evenings, to discuss something, to argue – all of this is repugnant, repug-
nant, and once more repugnant” (Shevchuk 2011, 68). In a 1998 memoir Drozd wrote,

Three years in the army did not pass without leaving a mark on me. I learned how to survive
within the System, and not in the name of self-preservation, but, and I say so honestly, in the
name of preserving what God gifted me with. (Drozd 1998, 224)

During his last year of army service in Chernihiv, Drozd joined the Communist Party.
On a brief furlough, he visited Kyiv and managed, as he wrote to Shevchuk, to “wreck [his]
relationship with the Horyn brothers and other such champions of national rights” (Shev-
chuk 2011, 33 and 72). After his demobilization in 1966, he and Zhylenko bought a
house in a village not far from Kyiv, where they spent most of their free time writing.
Drozd explains in his memoirs that this was also the time when he “parted ways with
Ivan Svitlychny:”

The issue was not so much the nationalities question (although on this issue I was also less
radical) as the attitude to the 1917 revolution. I was not yet prepared to separate the popular
revolution (February–March 1917) and the October coup. (Drozd 1994, 114–115)
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Sometime in the late 1960s, an unnamed close friend told Drozd that time had passed
him by and, under the circumstances, “Ukraine does not need” his stories or his novel The
Catastrophe (1968) (Zhylenko 2011, 427). This was probably the last straw. By 1972
Drozd was working on a series of biographical novels about the Bohomolets family of
revolutionaries and scientists (Zhylenko 2011, 478), which would eventually become his
ticket into the world of establishment writers. In 1982 he was appointed editor in chief
of the new literary journal Kyiv. For Shevchuk, all this meant that Drozd had sold out
and joined those who “kissed the pope’s slipper” (Shevchuk 2002, 107). Zhylenko with
her intimate lyrics continued to be somewhat of a misfit in late Soviet Ukrainian literature,
but her books were published and she enjoyed a considerable following. Shevchuk remained
blacklisted from the late 1960s until 1979, but afterwards he was published widely.

What united the early sixtiers was the common cultural space that was part of official
Ukrainian culture and which served as a proxy for civil society in the early 1960s. Zhylenko
calls the early 1960s “the years of great expectations” (Zhylenko 2011, 131). It is even more
telling that in his memoirs Dziuba compares this period to Gorbachev’s perestroika:

For the state, and for society as well, it was a lost historical chance for a transition from the
Thaw to perestroika. Lost was the unique historic possibility of a comparatively easy, unforced,
spontaneous social revival and rejuvenation. Back then, belief [in socialism] still united people,
there was still a healthy spirit among the majority, there was youthful idealism, there were illu-
sions, and everything seemed possible and easily achieved. This could have become a powerful
reservoir for renewal. (Dziuba 2008, 521)

What was this future minister of culture in independent Ukraine trying to express? That
Ukrainian culture could be fully developed within the Soviet project – or that the cultural
space the sixtiers had created could serve as a platform for social and political change?

In the common Ukrainian cultural space of the early 1960s, the sixtiers shared the same
cultural niche with establishment cultural figures, all of them supported by the state but iso-
lated in the largely Russian-speaking big cities. In this sense, the Ukrainian sixtiers were
never “marginal” or aspired to be “outside” official culture. On the contrary, they were at
the very center of the cultural-production site where a Soviet Ukrainian culture was being
made. From this common cultural space of the early 1960s two intersecting circles of official
and dissident culture soon developed, its borders porous and constantly shifting yet
occasionally patrolled and enforced by party ideologues. The cultural work of the early six-
tiers can be analyzed productively in spatial categories that the participants themselves
employed. The cultural “mapping” of predominantly Russian-speaking Kyiv and the “exten-
sion” of the sixtiers’ cultural space to solidly Ukrainophone western Ukraine are just two
such examples, neither of which truly placed the sixtiers in opposition to the world of official
Ukrainian culture. As part of mainstream Soviet Ukrainian culture, they initially enjoyed
access to institutional and public space that they could transform into a venue for their inno-
vative artistic agendas. The conservative turn in the government policy and the radicalization
of the sixtiers forced a spatial conflict as well as an ideological one. Unsanctioned marches,
rallies, and readings in public places symbolically claimed these sites not only for an alterna-
tive version of Ukrainian culture, but also for the incipient civil society.

Once government crackdowns shrank the space of permissible expression, the sixtiers
drifted apart. Yet when civil society began to re-emerge in Ukraine in the late 1980s, the
first meetings of unofficial organizations took place in the same rooms in the Writers’
Union building where the “sixtiers” had once met, and often with the same people partici-
pating. Perhaps more important was the continuity in cultural models between the early
1960s and the late 1980s: the first voices of protest came once again from within official
culture, with writers operating in re-established pockets of semi-autonomous cultural space.
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Notes

1. Of course, a similar Russian term, shestidesiatniki, became popular after the literary critic Stani-
slav Rassadin used it in the title of his article about Soviet poetry, which appeared in the journal
Iunost in December 1960 (http://polit.ru/news/2012/03/20/rassadin/).

2. For a useful warning about the nature of the Soviet memoirs genre in general, with its customary
tropes and frequent idealization of intelligentsia martyrs, see Walker (2000).

3. Scholars think that the tradition was actually revived in 1959 (Kasianov 1995, 18), so Zhy-
lenko is confused either about the date or about the fact that this was the first episode of
caroling.

4. In January 1964 Zhylenko wrote the following about Kostenko: “I am in love with her forever and
without bounds. She is my idol and I will always look at her with amazement and delight” (Zhy-
lenko 2011, 235).

5. Korohodsky concurs:

Alla was an amazing creature. She did not simply treat her friends well. She loved them.
She gave them faith in themselves and inspired them. Alla knew the strong and weak
sides of her friends. And she helped all of them. (Korohodskyi 1996, 169)

6. Dziuba also emphasizes the importance of the Polish press for the sixtiers, calling it “a little
window on the Western world” (Dziuba 2004, 107). Kotsiubynska remembers first reading the
works of Kafka and Camus in Polish translation (Kotsiubynska 2004a, 183). However, Zhylenko
reads Kafka in Russian (Zhylenko 2011, 384).

7. Here a comment is warranted on the contradiction between the actual gender roles among the six-
tiers, where urban women fulfilled many leadership roles, and the vestiges of the nineteenth-
century romantic, nationalist mythology in the form of a symbolic marriage with the “true
Ukraine” represented for some male sixtiers by women from the country’s western, least Russi-
fied, regions. Of course, in reality these western Ukrainian brides could be just as emancipated
and urbanized as eastern Ukrainian female sixtiers, but they symbolized the authenticity of Ukrai-
nophone culture.

8. For more details on the Dnipropetrovsk club that grew out of the literary workshop at the local
Palace of Students, see Zhuk (2010, 36–40).

9. For more on Antonenko-Davydovich’s role, see Kotsiubynska (2004a, 165–166; 2004b,
291–302).

10. Honchar was probably aware of this attitude, which was painful to him. One of his diary entries
for 1967 reads: “We should continue supporting the young, this is our duty. Still, one cannot help
noticing that our youth displays emotional deafness. They hear themselves too well and others
barely at all” (Honchar 2002, 420).

11. Informal gatherings near the Taras Shevchenko monument in Kyiv on 22 May (the day when the
poet’s remains were brought to Ukraine and buried there in 1861) apparently did not yet play an
important symbolic role for the early “sixtiers.” Zhylenko mentions only one of them, in 1964,
and in a contemporary letter to Drozd rather than in her diary or later memoiristic fragments (Zhy-
lenko 2011, 306). Likewise, few other memoirists elaborate on such early meetings. One excep-
tion is Valerii Shevchuk, who claims to have launched the tradition of gathering at the monument
with a group of other students in 1960 (Shevchuk 2002, 136). Such unsanctioned meetings
became the principal site of a stand-off between the political “sixtiers” and the authorities in
1966 and, especially, 1967 (Kasianov 1995, 70–73).
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